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We report the first observation of a microscopically resolved interaction between two trapped a
This is also the first observation of two-ion superradiance and subradiance, the most elementary e
of Dicke’s theory. Its signature is the variation of the spontaneous emission decay rate of a
cooled two-ion crystal,11.5% and 21.2%, as the ion-ion distance is changed from 1380 to 1540 n
in agreement with a no-free-parameter theory. The experiment uses an ion microtrap (80mm radius)
with planar electrodes and a new few-atom technique for measuring lifetimes.

PACS numbers: 42.50.Fx, 32.80.Pj, 42.50.Vk
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The study of atomic interactions often begins with
gedankenexperiment in which two atoms are assumed
be at rest a distanceR apart, free of external perturbation
Comparison to experiment then requires an average
a statistical distribution of atom-atom separations, as w
as other unknown microscopic variables. In this Letter
report a laboratory realization of thisgedankenexperiment
using two laser-cooled trapped ions in which for the fi
time the interaction is directly measured as a function
the microscopic separationR. Moreover, this apparatu
enables us to test the quantum electrodynamic (Q
theory of superradiance [1] in a simple configuration wh
is free of the theoretical uncertainties that have limi
earlier experiments [2], for example, nonlinear propaga
and diffraction effects and assumptions about the coup
of N spin-1

2 systems (whereN ¿ 1). Our experiment is
an optical version of thegedankenexperiment which Dicke
used to introduce the subject 40 years ago, in which
spontaneous emission of magnetic dipole radiation fr
two neutrons is replaced by the electric dipole radiation
two optical transitions. There is currently renewed inter
in superradiance since it is expected to play a domin
role in the optical behavior of cold dense systems suc
Bose-Einstein condensates [3,4].

The experiment is based on previous work in radio f
quency (rf) Paul traps, single ion trapping and detect
and ion crystallization. Dehmelt [5] obtained images
laser-cooled single ions almost 20 years ago and mor
cently several groups [6–9] have produced ordered ar
of essentially stationary ions (ion crystals) in Paul tra
The latter offered the possibility in principle of perform
ing a microscopically resolved experiment with only tw
atoms but the ions were too far aparts.3 mmd to inter-
act. Eichmannet al. [10] demonstrated Bragg scatterin
of two trapped ions in analogy to Young’s double slit e
periment but again interactions could not be observed
to the large separation of.15l, where l is the wave-
length of light. For this experiment we have develop
microscopic ion traps [11,12] of “planar” geometry whic
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are strong enough to bring the ions to within.1 mm,
or 2l, of each other. Observing superradiance has a
required a precise new method [13] for measuring lif
times of one or two atoms which has been shown to eq
or exceed the statistical power of previous many-ato
methods.

The principle of the experiment is to measure the spo
taneous emission rateGsRd of a two-ion crystal as a func-
tion of the ion-ion separationR, and to compare it to
that of a single ionG0 in the same apparatus. Supe
radiance and subradiance are detected whenGsRd . G0
or GsRd , G0, respectively [14,15]. In Dicke’s theory
two interacting two-level systems are treated as a s
gle four-level system with collective states represented
triplet j1l and singletj2l wave functions as shown in
Fig. 1. The master equation [16] or Fermi’s golden ru
[17] can be used to derive decay ratesG6 to or from the
j6l states (see Fig. 2) which are well approximated by

FIG. 1. Level structure of superradiant and subradiant sta
for two two-level atoms coupled to a common radiation fiel
G6 is the spontaneous emission rate into and out of the trip
and singlet statesj6l. The ground and excited states of atom
1,2 are given byja1,2l and j b1,2l, respectively. The levels
can also be labeled with spin 1 quantum numbers asj b1b2l 
j1, 1l, j1l  j1, 0l, ja1a2l  j1, 21l, andj2l  j0, 0l.
© 1996 The American Physical Society 2049
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G6sRd  G0

µ
1 6

3
2

sinkR
kR

1 · · ·

∂
(1)

in the regionkR . 10 used in our experiment, wherek 
2pyl and the laser polarization$El has been chosen s
that $El ? $R  0. G is measured by a transient techniqu
in which the ion crystal is excited by a short laser pul
at t  0 and the time of arrival of spontaneous photo
is recorded on a time-to-digital converter (TDC), whic
yields a decay curve (histogram) proportional toW sR, td
representing the sum of all four transitions in Fig. 1,

W sR, td  restd fG1sRd 1 G2sRdg

1 r1stdG1sRd 1 r2stdG2sRd , (2)

where the diagonal density matrix elements are deno
by a single subscript, e.g.,r1 ; r11, jel ; j b1b2l, and
jgl ; ja1a2l. The time-dependentrstd are given by the
master equation which reduces to a set of rate equation
represented by arrows in Fig. 1, for example,dr1ydt 
G1re 2 G1r1. In the regionkR # 1 superradiance is
easily identified sinceW sR, td is a multiexponential with
both fast and slow components [2]. However, in o
casekR . 10 andjG6 2 G0j , G0y10 so that super- and
subradiant decays are difficult to distinguish. Observat
of a strong signal requires separate excitation of either
singlet or triplet state and thatre be essentially empty, to
avoid theG1 1 G2  2G0 term in Eq. (2) which dilutes
the signal.

Selective population of thej6l states is achieved by
coherent excitation with the geometry of Fig. 3. Th
laser pulse with wave vector$k induces dipole moments in
atoms 1 and 2 with a phase differenceF  $k ? $R where
r

1
ab  r

2
abeiF. The populations of thej6l states can be

expressed in terms of the single-atom density matricer

[1,2] by

r6 
1
2 fr1

aar2
bb 1 r1

bbr2
aa 6 sr1

abr2
ba 1 r1

bar2
abdg ,

(3)

FIG. 2. Plot of the relative decay rateG6yG0 for two two-
level atoms as a function of separationR, for l  493 nm.
The arrows mark the part of theG2 curve explored by the
experiment.
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which can be derived by transforming from the dire
product representationr0  r1 ≠ r2 to the (unprimed)
representation of Fig. 1 usingr  U21r0U, whereU is
a trivial unitary transformation. Equation (3) reduces to

r6  jrabj2 f1 6 cosFg (4)

for fully coherent excitation wherejrab j2  raarbb.
Hence essentially all the excitation can be placed
either the j1l or the j2l state by adjustingR and u

to set the excitation phaseF  0 or p , respectively.
The population of the excited state can be neglected
weak excitation sincere ! jrabj4 in this limit. In the
general case, bothj1l and j2l states will be excited and
solution of Eq. (2) shows thatW sR, td approximates a
single exponential decay with rate

GsRd  G0f1 1 a cossFd sinskRdykR 1 · · ·g , (5)

wherea 
3
2 for two-level systems. This is consisten

with a simple physical picture [15] in which spontaneo
emission is enhanced when the atoms’ dipole mome
are in phase and inhibited when they are out of pha
allowing for retardation. Level degeneracy reducesa

from 3
2 to 1

2 in our experiment. We measureGsRd
of the 6 2P1y2 to 6 2S1y2 transition in Ba138

1 which has
twofold degeneratemJ  6

1
2 ground and excited states

The presence of bothDm  0 and Dm  61 decays
for each excited state leads to a loss of coherence
predicted in theoretical studies of resonance fluoresce
[18] and observed in two-ion interference experimen
[10]. a 

1
2 results from averaging the superradia

matrix elements in Fermi’s golden rule [17] over th
relevant Dm  0 and Dm  61 transitions. Loss of
coherence due to micromotion Doppler shifts yields
additional factorJ2

0 szd 2 2J2
1 szd 1 · · ·  0.65, whereJn

is the Bessel function of ordern, z  ka, a is the
amplitude of the ion micromotion, andz  0.60 for our
conditions. Thermal motion of the ions is negligibl
compared to micromotion since at the Doppler limit th
residual motion is,10 nm rms. The final result of the

FIG. 3. Diagram of the experiment. A two-ion crystal i
condensed in the radial plane of an 80mm radius planar ion
trap (here shown schematically by a ring). The laser be
makes an angleu to the trap axis and excites the crysta
at t  0. The time of arrival of the spontaneous photons
recorded on a time-to-digital converter (TDC), which is fit t
an exponential decay.
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FIG. 4. (color) Diffraction-limited image of a two-ion crysta
with R  1470 nm. This determines the orientation of th
interatomic vector$R enabling a no-free-parameter fit.

theory isa  0.33. See Ref. [19] for a master equatio
treatment of two interacting four-level systems.

The apparatus is shown in Fig. 3. The novel featu
are the microtrap and the lifetime measuring system. T
planar ion trap [11,12] produces a quadrupole field fro
flat electrodes with concentric circular apertures. It
constructed from three 25mm thick Be-Cu foils spaced
100 mm apart containing a central trapping aperture
80 mm radius. The two-ion crystals are produced
a nominal ion-ion spacing of 1470 nm when drive
with an .500 V peak at 93.5 MHz, as determined b
measuring the secular oscillation frequency of a sin
ion, 4.00 MHz. dc voltages of –10 and +5 V wer
applied to change the ion-ion spacingR to 1380 and
1540 nm, respectively. The Ba138

1 ions are laser cooled
as in a previous work [8] using two frequency stabilize

FIG. 5. Three-parameter fit (solid line) of five combined da
sets atR  1380 nm, showing residuals (lower figure). The fi
yields a superradiant lifetime of7.820 6 0.074 ns, ax2  67
for 65 degrees of freedom, and a probabilityPsx2 j nd  0.32.
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cw dye lasers exciting the6 2P1y2 to 6 2S1y2 transition at
493 nm and the6 2P1y2 to 5 2D3y2 transition at 650 nm.
Both laser beams were focused to a beam waist ra
of about 15mm with powers of 500 to 1000 nW. Th
crystal is viewed through a 2 mm sapphire UHV windo
by a microscope objective which is compensated for
spherical aberration of the window, yielding diffractio
limited images as in Fig. 4. The figure shows th
the crystal is inclined at an anglew  40± to the
(horizontal) plane containing$k and the trap axis, which
determines the excitation phaseF  kR sinu sinw . p

for R . 1470 nm andu  16±. The crystal is therefore
predominantly excited into the antisymmetricj2l state.
The ion crystal lifetime is measured by a single-phot
counting technique which records the arrival time of t
spontaneous photons on a TDC. A measurement c
was repeated every 250 ns, of which the first 160 ns
devoted to laser cooling the ions. Both red and blue las
were then turned off for 30 ns to allow the6 P state to
relax to the ground state. The blue laser was turned
for 6 ns to excite thej6l collective states and the 493 n
spontaneous emission was monitored for the next 50
The pulses were generated by twononlinear electro-
optic modulators [13] with a 2 ns rise time and.60 db
on-off ratio. The imaging photomultiplier produced
fast timing output from the multichannel plate intensifi
which was used to trigger the TDS. The resulti
histogram (see Fig. 5) was fit to a decay of the fo
A exps2Gtd 1 B using a nonlinear least-squares routi
[20]. We have shown elsewhere [13] how the use
only one or two atoms can providegreater statistical
power than conventional many-atom methods by avoid
a systematic error (pulse pileup) due to the fluctuation
the number of decaying atoms.

Figure 6 shows the variation of the ion crystal lifetim
t  1yG with R in agreement with the no-free-paramet
theory of Eq. (5). Measurements atR  1380, 1470, and

FIG. 6. Comparison of theory to experimental points
1380, 1470, and 1540 nm (see text). The ion-ion dista
is independently known by measuring the secular oscillat
frequency of one ion. The lifetime is calibrated by comparis
to 7.930 6 0.03 ns measured for a single ion in the sam
apparatus. Note the polarization sensitivity (crosses, with e
bars omitted for clarity).
2051
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1540 nm yield lifetimes oft  7.813 6 0.67 ns,7.947 6

0.084 ns, and8.026 6 0.074 ns, respectively, where the
errors are 1s (standard deviation). Separate measur
ments of one ion gavet  7.930 6 0.03 ns (dotted line).
The superradiant point at 1380 nm is1.5% 6 0.8% below
the single-ion values21.7sd while the subradiant point
at 1540 nm is1.2% 6 0.9% above its11.3sd. The three
data points fit the theory with a probabilityP  0.64 while
a fit to the 7.930 ns single-ion value givesP , 0.005 (a
3s effect), taking account of the signs. A variety of sta
tistical and systematic tests has been used to confirm th
results. High statistics measurements oft of a single ion
were made to rule out systematic effects due to rf trap vo
age, total count rate, laser polarization, magnetic field, e
The data points shown in Fig. 6 were averaged from a
tal of 36 runs made on an ion crystal which was contin
ously observed for 11 h, during which the laser tuning a
power levels were held constant to minimize systema
shifts. Similar superradiance signals have been obser
on other days but the ion crystals were lost after a fe
hours so that the fullR and polarization dependence coul
not be mapped out under constant conditions. The ion-
distance was varied by changing the dc voltage on the t
while leaving the rf voltage constant, which minimized po
tential systematic errors due to rf pickup or micromotio
t andx2 were computed for each of the 36 runs and the
distributions were found to be nearly ideal. For exam
ple, x2yn ranged from a low of 0.48 to a high of 1.37
and a histogram of the probability [20]Psx2 j nd is flat be-
tween 0 and 1, e.g., five runs have0 , P , 0.1 and five
runs have0.9 , P , 1.0. No runs were excluded for bad
x2, no outliers were observed, and individual values
t are consistent with the averages. Specifically, seven
the eight runs that comprise the subradiant point lie abo
the one-ion value while all ten superradiant runs lie belo
it. As a final test, the polarization of the exciting lase
was varied without changing any other experimental p
rameters using an electronic liquid crystal rotator. Theo
[15–17,19] shows that superradiant effects are reduced
a factorkR . 10 when the polarization$El k $R instead of
$El ' $R as assumed in Eq. (1). Data taken at the super
diant R  1380 nm with $El k $R (crosses in Fig. 6) yield
t  7.930 6 0.065 ns, or0.0 6 0.8% relative to one ion,
compared to a –1.5% signal for the correct polarizatio
This shows that the signal has the polarization sensitiv
expected from Dicke’s theory.

In these initial experiments superradiance has been
tected with 3s resolution, but the apparatus is designe
to be scaled into the region100 nm , R , 1000 nm
where superradiance dominates spontaneous emission
G1yG2 . 2. The planar trap is designed for photolitho
graphic microfabrication [11,12] at dimensions of 10
20 mm whereR ! 100 nm. The first photolithographic
devices have been constructed. The few-atom lifetim
technique can also be developed towards its theoret
2052
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resolution of about 0.1%s per minute of integration time
[13]. In this regime superradiance may be resolved w
high precision to test predictions [2] of such effects as v
der Waals dephasing, multiexponential decay, and cry
shape dependence which are inaccessible to conventi
experiments.

In conclusion we have demonstrated that atom-by-at
studies of atomic interactions are practical. The use
ion traps permits precise control of ion-ion distances
that theR dependence may be observed directly. Th
opens the door for new types of microscopically resolve
detailed, and precise tests of QED and other atom
interactions.

The authors thank L. Young of Argonne Nationa
Laboratory for assistance with the time-resolved sing
photon counting technique and for a critical reading of t
manuscript.
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